DE-OIL-IT PRODUCT PERFORMANCE GRAPH
DE-OIL-IT is water activated and temperature driven. The wetter and warmer it gets, the better it performs.
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FREEZING POINT
All bacteria is in a dormant
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BOILING POINT

DEAD ZONE

Breakdown process is
healthy. As you go under
75°, process begins to
get slower

Breakdown process is
vigorous. As you go over
125°, the needed bacteria
begin to die.

Most bacteria is
dead. The process of
decomposition is almost
non-existant

There is no bacteria life
remaining that
can break down
hydrocarbons.

Mist/Rain

Saturated

state. The water is solid and
cannot hydrate the
DE-OIL-IT solids
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EFFECTIVE HYDRATION RANGE
Wetter / Faster

Dry

Dew

Humidity

NO MOISTURE

MORNING DEW

HIGH HUMIDITY

CONSTANT MIST

UNDER WATER

Product solids become
dormant and the
breakdown process stops.
It reactivates with
rehydration.

The morning dew will
activate the solids in DE-OILIT but the process is slower
because of the long
dry periods.

high humidity will activate
the solids in DE-OIL-IT.
Enclosed humid areas such
as boat and ship bilges
work well.

A steady mist or rain are
very favorable conditions
for breakdown. Though
heavy rains may wash the
solids away.

Best conditions. Bacteria
levels are higher here and
new bacteria is introduced
by aeration from wind
blowing on water.

1. Temperature - The top graph illustrates what temperatures DE-OIL-IT performs best in.
2. Moisture - The bottom graph shows that the more hydrated DE-OIL-IT gets, the better it performs.
3. Decomposition - Petroleum molecules kill the earth's natural decomposing bacteria on contact. The oil remains there indefinitely.
4. Chemical Reaction - When DE-OIL-IT is applied to petroleum, it changes it's molecules enough to disarm their bacteria killing ability.
5. Bacteria Supply - Once an area is treated, there must be enough fresh bacteria present to eat the petroleum. You find them in the air, water and soil. Sometimes
enclosed areas such as storage tanks become a dead zone and need to have fresh air or water introduced during the remediation period.
6. Amount & Viscosity - Results will also vary depending in the amount and viscosity of the petroleum being treated. Stronger levels of DE-OIL-IT concentrate may be
required.

